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Abstract

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been utilized in var-
ious applications ranging from image classification and fa-
cial recognition to medical imagery analysis and real-time
object detection. As our models become more sophisticated
and complex, the computational cost of training such mod-
els becomes a burden for small companies and individuals;
for this reason, outsourcing the training process has been
the go-to option for such users. Unfortunately, outsourc-
ing the training process comes at the cost of vulnerability to
backdoor attacks. These attacks aim at establishing hidden
backdoors in the DNN such that the model performs well on
benign samples but outputs a particular target label when
a trigger is applied to the input. Current backdoor attacks
rely on generating triggers in the image/pixel domain; how-
ever, as we show in this paper, it is not the only domain to
exploit and one should always ”check the other doors”. In
this work, we propose a complete pipeline for generating a
dynamic, efficient, and invisible backdoor attack in the fre-
quency domain. We show the advantages of utilizing the fre-
quency domain for establishing undetectable and powerful
backdoor attacks through extensive experiments on various
datasets and network architectures. The backdoored mod-
els are shown to break various state-of-the-art defences.
We also show two possible defences that succeed against
frequency-based backdoor attacks and possible ways for the
attacker to bypass them. We conclude the work with some
remarks regarding a network’s learning capacity and the
capability of embedding a backdoor attack in the model.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) play a crucial role in var-
ious applications such as facial recognition systems [22],
medical imagery analysis [17], autonomous driving [24]
and several others [8,14]. As the tasks at hand become more
difficult the need for more sophisticated and complex mod-
els arises. Such models are generally harder to train and
might require extensive hyper-parameter tuning to achieve
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Figure 1. Glimpse into Frequency-based Backdoor Attacks:
Frequency-based Backdoor Attacks rely on understanding the fre-
quency sensitivity of the network from which we choose the most
influencing frequencies to poison: (a) ResNet18 Frequency Sen-
sitivity Heatmap (b) Top k Selected Frequency Basis to Embed
Backdoor Attack in (c) Clean Image (d) Poisoned Image

the required performance. Recently, and due to the lim-
ited access to computational power for most individuals and
small companies, outsourced training and use of out-of-the-
box trained models have become quite popular [21].

Outsourced training creates a set of serious vulnerabili-
ties as it involves several stages that could be exploited by
the outsourcer (data collection, data preprocessing, model
choice, model deployment ...) [6, 9, 16, 19]. A particularly
important threat that could be exploited during the training
stage is referred to as a backdoor poisoning attack. Back-
door poisoning attacks try to create an association between
a trigger (or multiple triggers) and a particular target label
(or multiple labels) that the malicious actor wants to be trig-
gered at will, without degrading the model’s performance
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on clean samples. The most common way for establish-
ing such an association is through training data poison-
ing [9, 16, 19] where the malicious actor applies a trigger
or a mask to a set of images from the training set and then
switches their ground truth label into a specific target class
before training.

Current methods for backdoor attacks [1, 2, 9, 19, 20, 30]
rely on the image/pixel domain for generating and embed-
ding the trigger or the backdoor key. For example, [9] ap-
plies a white square stamp to the corner of some training
images as a poisoning technique. Other methods like [19]
rely on an optimization-based algorithm for generating op-
timal trigger mask values.

Most of the current defense mechanisms also rely on the
image domain or particular properties of this domain for de-
tecting and mitigating backdoor attacks [10, 23, 27]. Given
that most of the proposed backdoor attack techniques tend
to be static and visible, defence techniques in the image
domain, such as reversed trigger construction [10, 27] and
fine-pruning [18] easily succeed in detecting, reverse engi-
neering, and mitigating the embedded backdoor keys.

Contributions Given the weaknesses associated with
developing backdoor attacks in the image domain, in this
work we divert the attention towards the frequency domain
and provide the following contributions: (1) A new attack
that utilizes the natural sensitivity of deep neural networks
to particular frequencies, in order to design a backdoor poi-
soning attack in the frequency domain rather than in the
image domain. We also show potential ways for defend-
ing against frequency-based backdoor attacks, and possible
ways for the attacker to bypass these defences. (2) Exten-
sive evaluation of the proposed technique on multiple mod-
els (VGG19 [26], ResNet18 [11], ResNet34 [11], WideRes-
Net34 [29] and DenseNet121 [13]) on several datasets (CI-
FAR10 [15], CIFAR100 [15] and GTSRB [12]) through
which we provide insights regarding the connection be-
tween the network’s learning capacity and the backdoor em-
bedding capabilities.

2. Related Work
Backdoor attacks were first introduced in [9] as a pos-

sible security breach that could be exploited in deep neu-
ral networks. The authors showed how adding a simple
white square patch into the corner of a subset of the training
images could create a backdoor which may be maliciously
triggered to output a preset target label. Later, several other
works were introduced such as [19] where the per channel
values of a predefined mask were optimized to obtain an
optimal trigger for a given mask. Other works such as [2]
realized the importance of having invisible triggers to avoid
possible human inspection. To achieve this, blending of the
backdoor trigger and the clean images was carried out re-
placing the older technique of stamping.

More recent attacks such as [30] propose input-aware
trigger patterns where the poison information is embedded
into the edges of the image.

Similar to the field of adversarial robustness, backdoor
attacks are usually faced with defences. Neural Cleanse
[27], for example, first computes an anomaly index which
indicates whether an abnormally short distance exists be-
tween all other classes and a particular class. If the anomaly
index exceeds a threshold, Neural Cleanse attempts to find
reverse engineered trigger that is used to fine-tune the model
on poisoned but correctly labeled samples. Other methods
like [5] rely on Grad-CAM [25] to detect the trigger re-
gion which is then replaced using image-restoration. Fine
pruning [18] shows the effectiveness of pruning least active
neurons (on clean images) and then fine tuning the model
to reverse the backdoor attack. This defense relies on the
assumption that the backdoor attack is embedded through
specific neurons which are only activated when the trigger
is applied to the input.

3. Preliminaries

In this section we reintroduce the concept of Fourier
Heatmaps that was first introduced in [28]. Fourier
heatmaps provide a tool for analyzing the sensitivity of a
deep neural network to a specific Fourier Frequency basis
through the application of perturbation analysis [28].
Notation We denote the 2D Discrete Fourier Transform of
an image X ∈ Rd1×d2 by F : Rd1×d2 → Cd1×d2 and
F−1 its inverse (both operations are applied per channel).
By default, we assume that the frequency components are
shifted towards the center of the Fourier spectrum i.e low
frequencies are set about the center.
2D Fourier Basis Let Ui,j be a real valued matrix in Rd1×d2

such that: (1) It has a Frobenius norm ‖Ui,j‖F = 1 (2)
F(Ui,j) has up to two non-zero elements located at (i,j) and
its conjugate symmetric component (symmetric relative to
the origin of the spectrum).
Fourier Heatmaps We denote a batch of images by I, the
Fourier Basis perturbation factor by α, and a uniformly and
randomly sampled vector from {−1, 1}B by r where B is
the batch size. Let Ĩ denote the perturbed batch of images
where

Ĩ = I + αrUi,j (1)

Now, we can forward pass the perturbed batch Ĩ and
compute the error rate for the specified (i, j) basis. When
repeated for all (i, j) pairs, we could visualize the network’s
sensitivity to all 2D Fourier Bases, which is referred to as a
Fourier Heatmap [28].



Figure 2. Proposed Pipeline: The Proposed Frequency Based Data Poisoning Pipeline

4. Proposed Method
In this section we provide a detailed explanation of the

proposed frequency-based backdoor attack pipeline. As ex-
plained in Section 3, Fourier Heatmaps provide a tool for
analyzing the sensitivity of deep neural networks to pertur-
bations, in particular 2D Fourier Bases. Knowledge of the
network’s sensitive frequencies allows the attacker to de-
sign an attack that exploits these frequencies to efficiently
embed a frequency-based backdoor into the DNN.

The pipeline is summarized in Figure 2 and the recipe for
generating our frequency-based backdoor is summarized
below:

Stage 1: Poisoning Filter Generation

1. Train a neural network on the clean (non-poisoned)
dataset and the architecture provided by the user. We
denote this network by f0.

2. Generate the Fourier Heatmap for f0 and store the in-
dices of the top-k most sensitive frequencies, Ik, and
then generate a binary maskM such that:

Mi,j =

{
1 (i, j) ∈ Ik
0 otherwise

(2)

3. Generate three additive frequency masks one for each
channel (AR, AG and AB) such that

A{R,G,B}i,j

{
6= 0 (i, j) ∈ Ik
= 0 otherwise

(3)

The values for additive masks Ai,j for (i, j) ∈ Ik can
be randomly selected based on the norm constraint de-
fined by the invisibility requirement. In our experi-
ments, values within an additive mask are the same but
different from the other masks.

Stage 2: Embedding the Backdoor through Data Poi-
soning

1. Specify a set of samples to poison and denote it by IP .
The cardinality of IP is denoted by |I|P and refers to
the number of poisoned samples.

2. For each sample S ∈ IP apply the following opera-
tions:

SR := F−1(F(SR)�M+AR) (4)

SG := F−1(F(SG)�M+AG) (5)

SB := F−1(F(SB)�M+AB) (6)

where� is the Hadamard Product (element wise prod-
uct) and SR,SG, and SB are the R, G, and B channels
of the sample S.

3. Change the label of the samples in IP to the specific
target label t.

4. Proceed with training the neural network with the poi-
soned training dataset to obtain a backdoored model
f .



Figure 3. Fourier Heatmaps & Top-k Masks: Rows 1 and 3 show the Fourier Heatmaps for VGG19, ResNet18, ResNet34, WideResNet34
and DenseNet121 trained on CIFAR10 and GTSRB respectively. Rows 2 and 4 show the selective top-k indices i.e the binary mask M

This summarizes the two stages of the proposed pipeline
in detail. It is worth noting that the operations carried out
on the Fourier transformed channels could be thought of as
simply swapping or changing the value of the components
of the top-k most sensitive 2D Fourier Bases by different
values that carry the poisoning information.

The proposed method relies on the frequency domain for
embedding backdoor attacks. Therefore, certain manipula-
tions applied to the input images might weaken the applied
trigger; however, one can adopt poisoned data augmentation
to make the backdoor trigger more robust. Poisoned data
augmentation could involve applying transformations like
JPEG compression to the poisoned training samples during
training.

5. Experiments

In this section, we present the details of our implemen-
tation and extensive experiments to evaluate our proposed
attack mechanism on various datasets and network archi-

tectures. Afterwards, we evaluate our backdoored models
against three state-of-the-art defences. Finally, we show
two possible defences against frequency-based backdoor at-
tacks and possible ways for the attacker to defend against
them.

5.1. Implementation Details

Datasets We evaluate our proposed pipeline on multi-
ple, commonly used datasets, namely CIFAR10 [15], CI-
FAR100 [15] and GTSRB [12].
Network Architectures We evaluate our proposed pipeline

.

VGG19 ResNet18 ResNet34 WideResNet34 DenseNet121

CIFAR10 92.47% 93.92% 94.59% 95.33% 94.70%
GTSRB 96.23% 97.11% 97.00% 97.76% 97.22%
CIFAR100 67.45% 75.95% 75.66% 79.55% 78.98%

Table 1. Baseline Performance: Performance of the Baseline
Models trained on various datasets.



ResNet18 ResNet34 WideResNet34 VGG19 DenseNet121

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 94.00 1.54 94.49 0.66 95.73 82.64 92.63 0.44 94 1.54

100 94.14 72.31 94.26 65.27 95.42 97.14 92.39 0.44 94.14 72.31

200 94.2 85.05 94.33 90.99 95.48 99.34 92.17 1.10 94.2 85.05

500 94.38 98.90 94.44 90.99 95.7 99.78 91.95 99.12 94.38 98.90

1500 94.31 99.12 94.41 98.90 95.44 100 91.89 100 94.31 99.12

Table 2. Results on CIFAR10: Clean Data Accuracy and Attack Success Rate for frequency-based backdoor attacks on various architec-
tures and poisoning rates trained on CIFAR10

ResNet18 ResNet34 WideResNet34 VGG19 DenseNet121

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 97.09 71.12 96.90 73.08 97.29 68.37 96.48 0.00 97.16 76.82

100 97.19 89.59 97.06 83.69 97.64 86.05 96.74 0.20 97.11 99.61

200 97.33 98.04 96.73 97.25 97.43 97.25 96.01 2.95 97.43 99.61

500 97.25 98.62 97.03 99.61 96.87 100.00 96.27 88.41 97.17 99.61

1500 97.47 99.80 96.76 100.00 97.26 100.00 96.29 99.61 97.49 100.00

Table 3. Results on GTSRB: Clean Data Accuracy and Attack Success Rate for frequency-based backdoor attacks on various architectures
and poisoning rates trained on GTSRB

ResNet18 ResNet34 WideResNet34 VGG19 DenseNet121

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 75.76 63.17 76.76 64.95 79.84 43.96 67.78 0.40 78.34 73.47

100 75.75 94.65 74.79 82.18 79.24 78.42 67.72 0.59 79.1 89.31

200 75.92 95.84 76.25 99.41 79.14 87.33 67.61 0.20 79.1 92.67

500 76.05 98.61 74.95 99.64 79.14 98.02 65.84 0.40 78.6 96.44

1500 75.36 100.00 76.51 100.00 78.74 99.41 67.14 99.00 78.31 99.60

Table 4. Results on CIFAR100: Clean Data Accuracy and Attack Success Rate for frequency-based backdoor attacks on various architec-
tures and poisoning rates trained on CIFAR100

on five popular network architectures with different com-
plexities and number of parameters, namely VGG19 [26],
ResNet18 [11], ResNet34 [11], WideResNet34 [29] and
DenseNet121 [13].

Network Performance Metrics To evaluate the perfor-
mance of our backdoored models, we utilize two commonly
used metrics in the literature. These metrics are Clean
Data Accuracy (CDA), which evaluates the performance of
the network on benign samples, and Attack Success Rate,
which evaluates the effectiveness of the backdoor attack in
triggering the target label.

Invisiblity Metrics Following other papers we evaluate
the invisibility of the proposed attack using three metrics:
Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity

(SSIM) and Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS).

5.2. Frequency-Based Backdoor Attacks

Backdoored Network Performance As discussed in Sec-
tion 4 we first train baseline networks on each dataset and
compute the corresponding Fourier Heatmaps and binary
masks. The accuracies of the baseline models are shown in
Table 1. The heatmaps and masks for various architectures
trained on CIFAR10 and GTSRB are shown in Figure 3 re-
spectively (the remaining filters and heatmaps are provided
in the supplementary material). For each filter, the number
of the chosen top-k indices for M and the corresponding
values for the additive masks A{R,G,B} was done such that



(a) GRAD-CAM (b) Pruning (c) Neural Cleanse

Figure 4. Evaluation of Defences: Evaluation of various defence mechanisms against frequency-based backdoored models

the norm of the attack (on average) does not exceed a par-
ticular threshold δP . In our experiments, we chose δP < 1.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the CDA of the backdoored
model and the ASR of frequency-based triggers for CI-
FAR10, GTSRB, and CIFAR100. As observed, even with a
few poisoned samples (200-500 in most cases), we can em-
bed a successful (high ASR) backdoor with little or no drop
in CDA.
Invisibility of the Proposed Attack We compare the
PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS of the proposed frequency-based
trigger with those of Poison Ink [30], BadNets [9], and Tro-
janNN [19]. Table 5 shows how the proposed method pro-
vides a considerably high PSNR, the highest SSIM and the
lowest LPIPS. We note that one could trade-off between
PSNR and ASR by lowering the norm constraint.

Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
BadNets 27.90 0.9936 0.00060
TrojanNN 26.71 0.9938 0.00090
Poison Ink 42.95 0.9961 0.00010
Ours 41.78 0.9975 0.00003

Table 5. Evaluation of Invisibility Evaluation of Various Invisi-
bility Metrics on CIFAR10

5.3. Evaluation Against Defences

We evaluate our backdoored models against three state
of the art defences, namely, Neural Cleanse [27], Grad-
CAM [25], and Pruning [18]. Being invisible and dynamic
in the pixel domain, frequency-based backdoor attacks can
easily evade SOTA defences. The results for the evalua-
tion of the three defences against our ResNet18 backdoored
model trained on CIFAR10 with |IP | = 500 are shown in
Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4a, frequency-based backdoor at-
tacks do not change the attention of the network as com-
pared to the baseline model. For each of the two presented

samples (first column), we first compute the Grad-CAM by
passing the benign samples into the clean network (mid-
dle column) and then show the Grad-CAM for passing the
poisoned samples into the backdoored model (last column).
Since the network still focuses on the same parts of the in-
put image, methods like Februus [5] as shown by [30] fail
to remove the embedded backdoor.

Figure 4b shows the performance of the pruning algo-
rithm presented in [18]. We clearly see that compressing our
backdoored model does not eliminate the backdoor. This is
mainly attributed to the fact that frequency-based poison-
ing is of low norm and therefore gets embedded into most
weights of the network rather than hides in particular neu-
rons.

Finally, Figure 4c shows the anomaly index computed in
Neural Cleanse [27] for the both the baseline and the poi-
soned models. The anomaly index of the poisoned model
is less than the anomaly index threshold (2) and therefore is
not detected by Neural Cleanse.

5.4. Defending Against Frequency-Based Backdoor
Attacks

Given that the additive mask values could be chosen ar-
bitrarily by the attacker, a simple inspection of the Fourier
transforms of the input images might not be successful for
detecting poisoned samples. We therefore discuss two pos-
sible ways for defending against frequency-based backdoor
attacks.

To defend against frequency-based backdoor attacks,
the defender should manipulate the images being passed
through the network such that some frequency spectrum
of the corresponding images is altered to break the trigger,
yet maintain a good clean data accuracy. This is possible
through two techniques: (1) Passing the image through an
autoencoder, (2) Compressing the image. These two meth-
ods are well known in the robustness literature and have
proved to be useful for protecting deep neural networks
from adversarial attacks [3,4]. Autoencoders have also been



Figure 5. Defending with JPEG Augmentation Defending
through Augmentation allows us to maintain high ASR even af-
ter a drop of 10% in accuracy. Baseline denotes the CDA of the
baseline model on compressed images.

used as a pre-processing mechanism for disabling back-
door triggers [21]. We note that applying an autoencoder
trained on CIFAR10 can almost completely deactivate the
frequency-based backdoor. A similar effect is observed for
compression, where the ASR of the backdoored drops down
to almost 0% after 20% of JPEG compression.

A possible solution to bypass both of these defences is
applying a technique similar to adversarial training [7]. The
attacker can apply augmentation with compression and/or
autoencoded versions of the poisoned images. Augmenting
the training process with compressed or autoencoded poi-
soned images translates to embedding multiple versions of
the backdoor into the model.

Results for augmentation on JPEG compressed images
for both clean and poisoned images (at different rates) are
shown in Figure 5. For an undefended backdoored model
(no augmentation), the backdoor immediately breaks down
as compression is applied. On the other hand, a defended
model can maintain an ASR > 80% even beyond 25%
compression where the CDA drops by 10%.

Finally, we note that the above augmentations still allow
us to reach to high ASR with minimal drop in CDA for our
backdoored models. Therefore, if no defence mechanism
is set by the defender, the backdoor still functions properly.
The results for ResNet18 trained on CIFAR10, GTSRB, and
CIFAR100 with different augmentations are shown in Ta-
bles 6, 7, and 8. Results for the other models on all datasets
are presented in the supplementary materials.

5.5. Learning Capacity vs Poisoning Capabilities

Through the extensive experiments that were carried out
a particular interesting yet expected trend was noticed. Net-
works like VGG19, that lack any skip connections, tend to
be generally harder to backdoor attack. This is because the
poison information diluted as we move deeper and deeper

in the network architecture. Low norm (invisible) attacks
tend to be particular influenced by this trend and hence se-
quential networks require more poisoned sampled (higher
|IP | ) to embed a backdoor in. On the other hand, net-
works like ResNets, WideResNets, and DenseNets are ca-
pable of maintaining the poison information through skip
connections and hence could be backdoored with fairly lit-
tle amount of poisoned data.

JPEG Autoencoder JPEG+Autoencoder

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 94.19 1.76 93.73 0.22 94.65 0.66

100 94.37 18.02 94.38 22.86 94.22 3.08

200 93.94 83.52 94.17 73.85 94.49 36.48

500 94.28 96.48 94.61 93.63 94.24 90.11

1500 94.26 99.34 94.13 98.90 94.32 98.46

Table 6. Augmentation Maintains Performance (CIFAR10):
CDA and ASR of Backdoored ResNet18 trained on CIFAR10 with
various augmentations and poisoning rates

JPEG Autoencoder JPEG+Autoencoder

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 97.27 52.46 97.45 69.55 96.97 48.13

100 96.79 74.07 97.39 81.14 97.09 73.87

200 97.25 90.18 97.14 94.50 96.84 95.09

500 94.34 86.44 97.00 99.02 95.56 94.89

1500 93.72 98.43 97.25 100.00 92.99 97.64

Table 7. Augmentation Maintains Performance (GTSRB):
CDA and ASR of Backdoored ResNet18 trained on GTSRB with
various augmentations and poisoning rates

JPEG Autoencoder JPEG+Autoencoder

|IP | CDA ASR CDA ASR CDA ASR

50 76.57 14.26 76.19 14.06 76.05 2.57

100 77.14 75.25 75.96 83.76 75.40 32.08

200 75.86 95.25 76.07 94.06 76.35 95.05

500 75.43 99.21 75.57 97.82 76.16 96.83

1500 75.07 99.80 76.26 100.00 75.51 98.81

Table 8. Augmentation Maintains Performance (CI-
FAR100):CDA and ASR of Backdoored ResNet18 trained on CI-
FAR100 with various augmentations and poisoning rates



6. Conclusion

In this work we showed the importance of redirecting the
attention of backdoor attacks and defences towards the fre-
quency domain rather than the pixel domain. Through ex-
tensive experiments, we showed how utilizing the proposed
pipeline one could embed dynamic (in pixel domain), effi-
cient, invisible, and powerful backdoors which could eas-
ily bypass existing defences. We also set the foundations
for future defences against frequency-based backdoor at-
tacks through data pre-processing, specifically, using au-
toencoders or compression. Finally, we provided a brief
discussion on the relationship between a network’s learning
capacity and the capability of embedding a backdoor into
it.
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